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Abstract
We examined the properties of the foveal, parafoveal, and near peripheral cone lattice in human neonates. To estimate the
ability of these lattices to transmit the information used in contrast sensitivity and visual acuity tasks, we constructed
ideal-observer models with the optics and photoreceptors of the neonatal eye at retinal eccentricities of 0, 5, and 10°. For
ideal-observer models limited by photon noise, the eye’s optics, and cone properties, contrast sensitivity was higher in the
parafovea and near periphery than in the fovea. However, receptor pooling probably occurs in the neonate’s parafovea and near
periphery as it does in mature eyes. When we add a receptor-pooling stage to the models of the parafovea and near periphery,
ideal acuity is similar in the fovea, parafovea, and near periphery. Comparisons of ideal and real sensitivity indicate that optical
and receptoral immaturities impose a significant constraint on neonatal contrast sensitivity and acuity, but that immaturities in
later processing stages must also limit visual performance. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The human fovea is distinctly immature at birth: The
size, shape, and spacing of foveal cones differ dramati-
cally between the adult and newborn [1,2]. Since the
mature fovea is specialised for detailed vision, it is not
surprising that grating acuity, vernier acuity, and con-
trast sensitivity at intermediate and high spatial fre-
quencies are significantly lower in neonates than in
adults [3,4].
The neonatal parafovea and near periphery appear
anatomically more mature; in particular, cones and
rods are reasonably adult-like [1,5,6]. Indeed, it has
been hypothesized that the neonatal parafovea might be
better suited to visual resolution and contrast sensitivity
tasks than the neonatal fovea [7–14]. Here we examine
the morphology of foveal, parafoveal, and near-periph-
eral human cones to estimate the spatial visual informa-
tion losses that result from receptor immaturities at
different retinal eccentricities.
Yuodelis and Hendrickson [2] described the foveal
morphology of a single 5-day-old human eye. The
rod-free zone (5° of visual angle) was much larger
than in adults (2°) and the inner retinal layers were
not displaced peripherally as they are in the adult. The
cone inner segments were also much wider and shorter
in the neonate and the outer segments were much
shorter (Table 1).
The inner segment morphology of young foveal
cones has two important functional implications. First,
a larger inner segment diameter implies that the spacing
between cones must be greater than in adults. This
reduces the highest spatial frequency that can be re-
solved without distortion due to spatial under-sam-
pling. Second, inner segments with this shape cannot
deliver photons efficiently to the photopigment in the
outer segments. Banks and Bennett [15] quantitatively
modeled the waveguide properties of these immature
inner segments and found that the effective cone aper-
ture is probably the narrower outer segment. In the
adult, the aperture is in the inner segment, close to the
external limiting membrane [16,17]. This combination
of increased cone spacing and smaller cone aperture in
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Table 1
Ideal observer parameters
Infant valuesAdult parameters Infant parametersAdult values
Fovea 5° 10°(Data source) (Data source) Fovea 5° 10°
2.22.22.2Pupil diameter (mm)Pupil diameter (mm) 3.33.33.3
Banks and Salapatek [49]Banks and Salapatek [49]
Posterior nodal distance (mm) 11.7 11.7 11.7Posterior nodal distance (mm) 16.7 16.7 16.7
Larsen [38]; Stenstrom [61]Larsen [38]; Stenstrom [61]
2.1 6.7 7.3Inner segment diameter (mm) Inner segment diameter (mm) 6.5 5 4.5
Curcio [17] Present analysis
1.21.21.2Outer segment diameter (mm)
Yuodelis and Hendrickson [2]
12 50021 500200 000 15 000Cone density (cones:mm2) Cone density (cones:mm2)11 30020 400
Curcio et al. [41] Present analysis
50 28 28 Outer segment length (mm) 3.1 4.6 10Outer segment length (mm)
Banks et al. [25] Banks and Bennett [15]; Hendrickson
and Drucker [5]
the infant reduces the proportion of incident photons
that reach the outer segments. In addition, the photons
that do enter the shorter neonatal outer segment are
much less likely to yield an isomerisation (assuming the
same photopigment concentration). From these obser-
vations, Banks and Bennett concluded that the new-
born fovea effectively absorbs 1:350 the number of
photons of the adult fovea; stated another way, they
argued that a stimulus that yields 350 photon absorp-
tions in the adult would yield one absorption in the
newborn. Assuredly, this deficit in photon-absorbing
ability adversely affects visual sensitivity [10,15,18].
The near-peripheral retina of the newborn appears
more mature than the fovea. Hendrickson and Drucker
[5] examined the parafovea and near periphery of the
same 5-day-old human retina described by Yuodelis
and Hendrickson [2]. They found that the parafoveal
cones were more mature than those in the fovea; most
significantly, the inner segments were thinner and the
outer segments were longer than their foveal counter-
parts. The extra-foveal cone lattice, therefore, might
resolve finer detail and absorb a greater proportion of
incident photons than the foveal lattice, and so, the
newborn’s parafovea could support higher visual sensi-
tivity and resolution than the fovea.
We examine this possibility here by constructing
ideal-observer models and then comparing model per-
formance at different retinal eccentricities. Modeling of
this sort has already been used to determine the physi-
cal and physiological limits of spatial contrast sensitiv-
ity in the infant and adult, but not for the infant
peripheral visual field. Banks et al. [19] constructed an
ideal-observer model with the optical and cone proper-
ties of the adult fovea. They modeled the mature visual
system to the point of photon absorption and com-
pared model and human contrast sensitivity for the
same stimuli over a range of spatial frequencies and
luminances. They found, for sinusoids composed of a
constant number of cycles1, that ideal observer and
human adult performance differed by an almost con-
stant ratio of 20:1 across a wide range of spatial
frequencies (5–40 cpd) and illuminances (3.4–340 cd:
m2). They concluded that, once summation effects are
minimised, information is transmitted equally efficiently
beyond photon absorption from medium to high spatial
frequencies and from low to moderate photopic illumi-
nances. In other words, the shape of the high-frequency
limb of the adult foveal contrast sensitivity function
(CSF) can be understood from information losses due
to photon noise and in the ‘front-end’ stages of the
visual system (but see Ref. [21]).
Several investigators have entertained the following
developmental hypothesis: Suppose that for transmit-
ting the signals needed to detect gratings, the neonatal
and adult visual systems are identical except for the
observed differences in the eye’s optics and properties
of the foveal cones. If this were the case, one should be
able to predict the differences between neonatal and
adult contrast sensitivity and visual acuity by calculat-
ing the information lost by the neonate’s visual system
through having immature optics and foveal cones
[10,15,18,22–24]. Banks and Bennett, and Banks and
Crowell tested this particular hypothesis by comparing
infant and adult contrast sensitivity to that of ideal-ob-
server models. They reasoned that the ratio of sensitiv-
ity of ideal adult to ideal neonatal observers should be
the same as the ratio of sensitivity of human adult to
human neonatal observers. In fact, the ratio of empiri-
cally-observed contrast sensitivities was generally
greater than the ratio of ideal sensitivities, so Banks
1 By using a constant number of cycles, they minimised variations
in grating summation across different spatial frequencies [20].
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and colleagues rejected the developmental hypothesis
and concluded that an additional deficit must exist; this
deficit is presumably due to immaturities at later pro-
cessing stages. Brown et al. reached a similar conclusion
through somewhat different reasoning. Wilson [18,24]
concluded that the front-end factors could by them-
selves account for the observed variation in contrast
sensitivity, although Banks and Crowell [22] showed
that his approach actually yields the same conclusion as
Banks, Brown, and colleagues (see [22] for a compari-
son of the models).
The studies mentioned above discuss visual sensitivity
in the central visual field, but in the current paper we
will examine front-end constraints in the near-periph-
eral visual field. Banks et al. [25] constructed ideal-ob-
server models up to photon absorption for different
retinal eccentricities in the adult. They found that rela-
tive efficiency (the ratio of adult empirical contrast
sensitivity divided by adult ideal sensitivity) did not
vary with eccentricity at low spatial frequencies, but
that it varied significantly with eccentricity at medium
and high spatial frequencies. Relative efficiency de-
clined monotonically at spatial frequencies higher than
a critical value at all eccentricities. This critical spatial
frequency also decreased monotonically with increasing
eccentricity. Banks and colleagues proposed that the
fall in efficiency is caused by the characteristic pooling
of photoreceptors onto higher-order neurons (such as
retinal ganglion cells) in the parafovea and periphery
[26]; they calculated the pooling area required to equate
relative efficiency as a function of spatial frequency at
various eccentricities. By including this receptor pooling
stage in their model, Banks et al. were able to explain
the variation of contrast sensitivity across a wide vari-
ety of eccentricities.
In this study we have used a similar approach to
examine front-end limitations to contrast sensitivity
and visual acuity in the fovea, parafovea, and near
periphery of the human neonate. Specifically, we have
examined the hypothesis that the parafoveal and near-
peripheral cone lattices ought to yield higher visual
acuity and contrast sensitivity than in the fovea. We
constructed neonatal and adult ideal-observer models in
the fashion of Banks and Bennett [15] and Banks and
Crowell [22]. The models incorporated the optical and
photoreceptor properties of the fovea, parafovea, and
near periphery. Receptor convergence, in the manner of
Banks et al. was then included to permit a comparison
of predicted empirical performance across eccentricities.
2. Methods
We constructed ideal-observer models of the adult
and neonatal foveal, parafoveal, and near-peripheral
retina; the models are schematised in Fig. 1. The eccen-
Fig. 1. Schematic of the ideal observer models. One of two stimuli—a
or b—is presented to the model system. The stimuli are passed
through a series of filtering and sampling stages. Finally, an ideal
decision rule, based on the likelihood ratio, is used to decide whether
a or b was presented.
tricities modeled were approximately 0, 5, and 10°. The
first stage of the models is a quantitative description of
the stimuli to be discriminated: a Gabor function and a
uniform field2. The descriptions also included photon
noise. These stimuli are then passed through a series of
filtering and sampling stages that represent the trans-
mittance of the ocular media, optical image formation,
photon absorption among the photoreceptors, and con-
vergence onto higher-order retinal neurons. Finally, the
resulting set of neural responses is passed to an ideal
decision rule that uses the likelihood ratio to discrimi-
nate the two stimuli [27].
The processing stages in the model can be sum-
marised as follows:
g(x, y)P2 · T · E{[i(x, y)o(x, y)r(x, y)] ·
s(x, y)}n(x, y)
where · and  represent multiplication and convolu-
tion, respectively, g represents the output, P represents
the numerical aperture of the eye (pupil diameter di-
vided by focal length), T represents the transmittance of
the ocular media (proportion of incident photons that
reach the retina), E represents the efficiency of individ-
ual receptors in converting incident photons into iso-
2 The Gabor functions had a standard deviation of 1.6:f where f is
spatial frequency of the patch; eight standard deviations of these
functions were used.
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merizations (specifically, the proportion of photons in-
cident in the outer segments that are absorbed by the
photopigment), i(x, y) represents the stimulus (its lu-
minance function), o(x, y) represents the optical qual-
ity of the eye (i.e. the optical point-spread function),
r(x, y) represents the aperture of individual receptors,
s(x, y) represents the sampling function specifying the
positions of receptors in the lattice, and n(x, y) repre-
sents the post-receptor transfer function [22]. Ideal-ob-
server theory is particularly appropriate for our
modeling goals because its decision rule uses all of the
available stimulus information, and makes no assump-
tions about the nature of later decision-making pro-
cesses in the infant.
The parameter values incorporated into the models
are given in Table 1 and the means by which they
were chosen are described in the next three sections.
Before discussing the specific parameters, we should
describe our general strategy for setting the values.
Whenever possible, parameters were given values de-
termined by empirical observation in neonates. Other-
wise, adult values were assumed. The differences in
model performance are, therefore, only due to the
parameters by which neonatal retinae are known to
differ from adult retinae.
2.1. Optics
The retinal image formed by the eye’s optics is de-
pendent on the diameter of the pupil, the transmit-
tance of the media, the posterior nodal distance, and
the optical quality of the eye.
In particular, the quantity of light incident on a
retinal patch (for example, in photons:deg2) is propor-
tional to the media transmittance, inversely propor-
tional to the square of the posterior nodal distance,
and proportional to the pupil area. Media transmit-
tance is determined primarily by two structures that
change in density with age: the crystalline lens and
macular pigment. Both structures absorb short wave-
lengths chiefly, and are more transparent in the
neonate than in the adult [28–30]. We assumed pre-
retinal optical densities at 400 nm of 0.7 and 1.1 for
neonates and adults, respectively [31]. The macular
pigment is laid down over the first three years [28], so
for neonates, we assumed an optical density of 0.00 at
all eccentricities, and for adults, we assumed pigment
densities at 460 nm of 0.50 in the fovea, 0.11 at 5°,
and 0.03 at 10° eccentricity [28,32]. The smaller pupil
area and shorter posterior nodal distance of the
neonatal eye have opposing effects on retinal illumi-
nation and, as a consequence, the retinal illumination
for a given light source is roughly constant for the
ages modeled except for the small differences in media
transmittance [33].
The optical transfer function (OTF) is a quantifica-
tion of the quality of the eye’s optics. Specifically, the
OTF represents the degree to which different spatial
frequencies in the object are passed by the optics to
the retinal image. In the adult eye, the OTF is
roughly constant from the fovea to 10° retinal eccen-
tricity [34]. The OTF of the neonatal eye has not been
measured, but fine fundus details are visible during
ophthalmoscopic examination [35], so the optical
quality of the neonatal eye must be reasonably high3.
For these reasons, we assumed that the OTF of the
neonatal eye is adult-like at the retinal eccentricities
being modeled. Specifically, we used the adult OTF of
Campbell and Gubisch [37] for a 3-mm pupil and
white light in all of the models.
In addition to the image quality constraints de-
scribed above, the size of the retinal image (in mm) is
dependent on the posterior nodal distance of the eye.
The posterior nodal distance of the adult eye is 16.7
mm on average [38]. The posterior nodal distance of
the neonatal eye has not been measured, although the
axial length is approximately 16.6 mm; roughly 2:3 of
the length of the average adult eye [38]. Assuming
that the posterior nodal distance is a constant fraction
of the axial length, we estimate a posterior nodal
distance of 11.7 mm for the neonate. Thus, for a
small object at a fixed distance, the retinal image size
(in mm) in the neonatal eye is about 2:3 of that in
the adult eye.
2.2. Photoreceptors
A number of photoreceptor properties determine
the rate of absorption of incident photons. These in-
clude the diameter of the cone aperture, the spacing
between cones, and the optical density of the pho-
topigment. At birth, the aperture and spacing appear
more efficient at non-foveal sites than they are in the
fovea. Hendrickson and Drucker [5] described neona-
tal cones and rods at 1–1.5 and at 4 mm retinal
eccentricity in the 5-day-old eye described by Yuodelis
and Hendrickson [2]. Their descriptions did not quan-
tify some of the properties required for our modeling,
so we made measurements in some new photographs
of the same 5-day-old eye (see Fig. 2 and Appendix
A).
The size of the cone aperture has two effects on
processing of the retinal image. First, large apertures
cause an attenuation of high-spatial-frequency infor-
mation [22,39]. Second, large apertures allow individ-
ual cones to collect more light.
The spacing between cones determines the resolu-
3 In comparison, the OTF of the kitten eye is poor and fundus
details cannot be seen [36].
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Fig. 2. Vertical sections of the 5-day-old human retina described by Yuodelis and Hendrickson [2] and Hendrickson and Drucker [5]. These are
parts of new photographs taken at three retinal positions. (A) The center of the fovea; (B) 900 mm from the center of the fovea nasally (5°
retinal eccentricity); (C) 1800 mm from the foveal center nasally (10° eccentricity). One cone has been outlined in each photograph.
tion with which the retinal image can be sampled. In
the case of a regular hexagonal lattice, the highest
spatial frequency that can be resolved, without spatial










where S is the spacing between receptors and P is the
posterior nodal distance of the eye [40]. The Nyquist
frequency is significantly lower in the neonatal than in
the adult fovea [15,24], however, in the parafovea and
near periphery, the Nyquist frequencies are more simi-
lar (Table 2).
Both cone aperture and spacing determine the retinal
coverage [15,17], which is the proportion of retinal area
covered by cone apertures. The equation for retinal
coverage is: NR:A, where N is number of cones in the
area of tissue being considered, R is the cone aperture
area, and A is the area of tissue being considered.
Retinal coverage estimates at different eccentricities are
given in Table 2.
The adult values for cone spacing and aperture di-
ameter were derived from Curcio et al. [41] and Curcio
[17], respectively. We assumed a regular hexagonal
lattice in order to convert the cone densities reported by
Curcio et al. [41] into inter-cone spacings. The aperture
diameters were taken directly from Curcio [17] (see
also, [16]).
The location of the cone aperture in infant cones is
not known. Banks and Bennett [15] modeled waveguide
effects in neonatal foveal cones using geometric optics
approximations. As stated above, they concluded that
the inner segment dimensions are not appropriate for
funneling photons and that, consequently, the outer
segment appears to contain the effective aperture.
Brown et al. [10] arrived at the same conclusion by
somewhat different reasoning. We, therefore, assumed
that the outer segment is the effective aperture in the
foveal model. Parafoveal and near-peripheral cones are
more mature anatomically than foveal cones and, so,
their inner segments may contain the effective aperture.
As the evidence is not clear on this issue, we decided to
model both of the two most extreme possibilities in our
non-foveal models. Specifically, we based separate cal-
culations on assumptions that: (1) the inner segment at
the external limiting membrane is the effective aperture;
and that (2) the outer segment is the effective aperture.
The inner segment diameters were measured directly
from the photographs of the 5-day-old eye. The widths
of the ‘full cut’ receptors (Fig. A1, part C) were mea-
sured at a level where, on average, the inner segments
were widest. These measurements were then averaged
across approximately 1° of tissue. Hendrickson and
Drucker [5] did not report significant changes in neona-
tal outer segment diameters with eccentricity and the
diameter did not appear to vary in the new photo-
graphs. Therefore, we used Yuodelis and Hendrickson’s
[2] value of 1.2 mm as the infant outer segment diameter
at all eccentricities.
No estimates of receptor spacing at extrafoveal sites
have been reported in the infant literature, so we made
new spacing calculations. In the work of Hendrickson
et al., the 5-day-old eye had been sectioned parallel to
the long axis of the photoreceptors. Yuodelis and Hen-
drickson [2] estimated cone packing density from these
vertical sections and, as described in Appendix A, this
method may over-estimate the density. We used a new
method (also described in Appendix A) to estimate
cone packing density from which the average cone
spacing can be calculated.
The proportion of incident photons that are effec-
tively absorbed also depends on the optical density of
the photopigment. Pigment optical density in turn de-
pends on the concentration and extinction coefficient of
the photopigment and on the length of the outer seg-
ment. These relations are described by the Beer–Lam-
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bert law [32]. The concentration and extinction coeffi-
cient of neonatal photopigment are unknown, so we
assumed that they are adult-like. The specific values
chosen were from Banks and Bennett [15]; they did not
vary with retinal eccentricity or age. We could not
measure neonatal outer segment lengths reliably in the
new photographs, so we used Yuodelis and Hendrick-
son’s foveal and foveal slope estimates for the foveal
and 5° models, respectively. The 10° neonatal estimate
was derived from Hendrickson and Drucker’s measure-
ments at an eccentricity of 1.5 mm (8°). The adult
outer segment lengths were taken from Banks and
Bennett [15].
2.3. Receptor con6ergence
In the primate fovea, there are many more post-re-
ceptoral retinal neurons than photoreceptors; for exam-
ple, there are three or four retinal ganglion cells for
every foveal cone [26,41]. With increasing retinal eccen-
tricity, however, the ratio of post-receptoral neurons
divided by cones decreases monotonically. A significant
consequence of the changing ratio of neurons:cones is a
change in the number of cones feeding the cen-
ter mechanism of retinal ganglion cells. In the peri-
phery, dozens of cones may provide input to the center
mechanism of one ganglion cell. The functional con-
sequence of such receptor convergence is a loss in the
ability to transmit high-spatial-frequency information
[25,42–44].
In their analyses of optical:receptor limitations to
spatial vision, Banks and Bennett [15] and Banks and
Crowell [22] assumed that the decision-making device
has access to signals from individual cones. This as-
sumption is reasonable for the fovea, but not for
parafovea or near periphery. Thus, models of spatial
vision at extrafoveal loci commonly assume that the
inputs from several cones are pooled at higher-order
retinal neurons [25,43].
There are, of course, no measurements of receptor
pooling in the human infant, but there are two forms of
evidence suggesting that such pooling exists early in
life. First, connections between receptors and higher-or-
der retinal neurons are established before birth [2,6].
During infancy, the receptors migrate toward the fovea
and other retinal neurons migrate away from the fovea
[2], however, it appears that the connections between
receptors and higher-order retinal neurons are main-
tained [6,45]. Consider in the neonate a patch of recep-
tors connected to higher-order neurons. As the patch
migrates toward the fovea, the spacing between individ-
ual receptors decreases such that the visual angle that
patch subtends decreases over time. However, as the
Fig. 3. Adult and neonatal ideal CSFs. The panels display functions
at the fovea and at 5 and 10° retinal eccentricity. Each panel contains
adult and neonatal functions for models limited only by photon
noise, the optics, and cone properties. The thick lines represent the
adult functions and the thin lines the neonatal functions. There are
two neonatal functions at the non-foveal eccentricities: The continu-
ous lines represent functions for models with inner segment apertures
and the dashed lines represent functions for models with outer
segment apertures. The functions are truncated at the Nyquist fre-
quency for each eccentricity considered.
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patch migrates toward the fovea, its retinal eccentricity
also decreases over time. If we assume that receptor
pooling is a linear or nearly linear function of retinal
eccentricity, these two effects of migration cancel each
other such that pooling diameter (in degrees) remains
constant. The second form of evidence comes from
anatomical and physiological studies of retinal develop-
ment in other mammalian species. These studies have
found that the diameters of ganglion cell receptive fields
are, if anything, larger in kittens than in cats [46,47].
Evidence in infant primates comes from a physiological
study of the spatial receptive field properties of LGN cells
[48]. The highest spatial frequency to which LGN cells
respond depends both on age and retinal eccentricity, yet
the resolution of the extrafoveal cells is similar across age.
This is consistent with the idea that resolution of ex-
trafoveal cells is limited by a process that does not change
with age. Because the primary limit to resolution in the
periphery of the adult is receptor pooling, these observa-
tions suggest that pooling (expressed in units of visual
angle) at a given eccentricity does not change with age.
For this reason, we have chosen to include a receptor-
pooling stage in our ideal-observer models of the neona-
tal parafovea and near periphery (and the adult
extrafoveal models as well). We constructed models with
no pooling for comparison.
Receptor pooling values were estimated using the
method and adult contrast sensitivity measurements
described in Banks et al. [25]. The pooling stage was
represented by a Gaussian of unit height. Pooling was
varied by varying the standard deviation of the Gaussian
in order to equate the slopes of the high-frequency limbs
of the ideal and human adult CSFs. The Gaussian
providing the best fit was then incorporated into the
ideal-observer model at the appropriate retinal eccentric-
ity. The standard deviations of the filters were 2.62 and
3.52 min at 5 and 10°, respectively.
2.4. Model performance
We calculated CSFs for each of the models and
compared these functions to the appropriate human data
from adults and neonates. The ideal observer CSFs were
derived using the same 2-alternative, forced-choice task
as presented to the adult observers in Banks et al. [25].
In all instances, the ideal observer was required to
discriminate the Gabor patch of constant number of
cycles from a uniform field. Contrast thresholds were
defined as the contrast required for d %0.96. The results
were compared with the human adult data from Banks
et al. [25]. The human neonatal data were from Banks
and Salapatek [49], which was an FPL study, and from
Norcia et al. [50], which was a VEP study.
The ideal CSFs were calculated for a mean luminance
of 50 cd:m2, and Banks and Salapatek [49] collected their
data at 55 cd:m2; these correspond to retinal illuminances
of 400 Td. Banks et al. [25] and Norcia et al. [50],
however, collected their data at 1300 and 1700 Td,
respectively. These differences in the effective illumi-
nances among the studies must be taken into account
before one can compare their results. This requires an
assumption about how variations in retinal illuminance
affect contrast sensitivity. The range of plausible assump-
tions varies from square-root law (contrast sensitivity is
proportional to the square-root of illuminance) to We-
ber’s law (sensitivity is independent of illuminance).
Human adults exhibit both forms of behavior depending
on the stimulus parameters; the general rule is that
Weber’s law predominates at high illuminances and low
spatial frequencies. In particular, Weber’s law is observed
in the fovea for illuminances greater than 300–400 Td
and spatial frequencies less than 5 cpd [19,51], and
Weber’s law is observed at somewhat lower illuminances
in the near periphery [52,53]. We, therefore, assumed that
adults follow Weber’s law at the eccentricities and
illuminances considered here, and the adult data were,
for this reason, not shifted to compensate for differences
in retinal illuminance among the empirical studies. There
is no data on the relationship between contrast sensitivity
and illuminance in neonates at the illuminance used by
Norcia et al. [50], although Shannon et al. [33] found that
2-month olds nearly followed square-root law at 1000
Td, so we assumed that square-root law should be used
to shift neonatal data. Once these data were made
equivalent in retinal illuminance, we could consider the
differences between them in terms of sensitivity differ-
ences within the visual system (in particular, photon
catch).
3. Results and discussion
We first examined the contrast sensitivity of adult ideal
and neonatal ideal observers limited only by photon
noise, the optics, and cone properties; there was no
receptor pooling in these models. The functions displayed
in the three panels of Fig. 3 show ideal CSFs for retinal
eccentricities of 0, 5, and 10°. The adult functions are
represented by the thick lines and the neonatal functions
by the thin continuous and dashed lines. At 5 and 10°,
the neonatal functions were calculated for two different
modeling assumptions: one assuming inner segment
apertures (continuous lines) and the other assuming
outer segment apertures (dashed lines).
We have plotted sensitivities only below the Nyquist
limit at the relevant eccentricities (Table 2) even though
the ideal observer models can perform the discrimination
task above the Nyquist limit using spatial aliases.
Fig. 3 shows that there is little change in ideal adult
sensitivity between 5 and 10° eccentricity and that the
foveal model is somewhat more sensitive than the non-
foveal models at all spatial frequencies.
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Fig. 4. Adult and neonatal ideal CSFs with receptor pooling. The
panels display functions at the fovea and at 5 and 10° retinal
eccentricity. The thick lines represent the adult functions and the thin
lines the neonatal functions. There are two neonatal functions at the
non-foveal eccentricities: the continuous lines represent functions for
models with inner segment apertures and the dashed lines represent
functions for models with outer segment apertures. No receptor
pooling is assumed for the foveal functions, so they are identical to
the foveal functions in Fig. 3. The functions are again truncated at
the Nyquist frequency for each eccentricity considered.
front end of the neonatal visual system. Brown esti-
mated that the cone lattice of the parafovea of the
young eye absorbs about 23 times more photons than
the foveal lattice and argued, therefore, that the
parafovea ought to support higher contrast sensitivity
and visual acuity than the fovea. Brown only analyzed
the properties of the cone lattices and, therefore, did
not include eccentricity-dependent variations in recep-
tor pooling in her calculations.
For reasons stated earlier, the assumption that no
receptor pooling exists in the peripheral retina of hu-
man neonates is implausible. Rather it is more likely
that the convergence (expressed in units of visual angle)
in neonates of cones onto higher-order retinal neurons
is similar to the convergence in the mature visual
system [25,26]. Thus, we constructed ideal-observer
models with adult-like receptor pooling at each retinal
eccentricity.
The functions displayed in the three panels of Fig. 4
show the CSFs of these models for retinal eccentricities
of 0, 5, and 10°. The adult functions are represented by
the thick lines and the neonatal functions by the thin
lines. The foveal functions are the same as those in Fig.
3 because we assumed that no pooling occurs at that
eccentricity. The non-foveal, neonatal functions were
again calculated for two modeling assumptions: inner
segment apertures and outer segment apertures.
The consequence of adding receptor pooling at ec-
centricities of 5 and 10° can be seen by comparing Figs.
3 and 4. The primary effect of adding a pooling stage is
a reduction in sensitivity at high spatial frequencies
because increasing convergence is equivalent to blurring
the retinal image.
One of the main motivations for this work was to
determine whether fine spatial information is likely to
be signaled more reliably by the neonate’s retina when
the information is presented extrafoveally rather than
foveally. To the extent that our modeling assumptions
are reasonable, we can answer this question by compar-
ing the sensitivities of the ideal observer models at the
three retinal eccentricities. Ideal neonatal CSFs at 0, 5,
and 10° are plotted in Fig. 5. The foveal function is the
same in each panel since we always made the same
assumptions (outer segment aperture with no receptor
pooling) for the foveal models. The non-foveal func-
tions with the highest and lowest sensitivity are plotted
for each eccentricity in panels A and B, respectively.
The non-foveal functions in panel A assume inner
segment apertures and no receptor pooling at 5 and
10°. The functions for 5 and 10° eccentricity in panel B
assume an outer segment aperture and receptor pool-
ing. As stated earlier, the most plausible assumptions
are no receptor pooling with outer segment apertures at
the fovea, and adult-like pooling at 5 and 10°. There is
no reasonable way to decide whether the inner or outer
segment is the more likely aperture in the periphery, so
Ideal infant sensitivity varies more with eccentricity.
The assumed cone aperture has two effects on ideal
contrast sensitivity. First, larger apertures enable a
greater photon catch, thereby reducing the effective
photon noise. This effect is most noticeable in Fig. 3 as
an increase in contrast sensitivity for the inner segment
functions relative to the outer segment functions. Sec-
ond, larger apertures yield more spatial averaging
which in turn yields a reduction in the ability to trans-
mit high-spatial-frequency information. This effect is
most noticeable in Fig. 3 as a slightly steeper high-fre-
quency slope in the inner segment functions. This effect
would be more apparent if sensitivities for frequencies
above the Nyquist limit were plotted.
The models can detect the presence of gratings with
spatial frequencies well above the Nyquist limit of the
receptor lattice (Table 2), however, model performance
is not plotted at those frequencies due to its dependence
on the assumed regularity of the lattice and the spatial
phase and orientation of the stimulus relative to the
lattice. It might seem surprising initially that detection
can occur well above the Nyquist limit, but it only
demonstrates that the ideal observer is able to use
information from spatial aliases when asked to discrim-
inate between a Gabor function and a uniform field.
In regard to variation in performance with retinal
eccentricity, the infant models show little difference
between 5 and 10° eccentricity. However, unlike the
adult models, the extra-foveal infant models are more
sensitive than their foveal equivalent. This finding is
similar to an outcome of Brown’s [9] modeling of the
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inner segment functions with receptor pooling are
shown in panel C. In summary, although panels A and
B show the most and least sensitive models, the most
plausible models are shown in panels B and C.
The significance of the diameter of the cone aperture
is evident when panels B and C are compared. When it
is assumed that the outer segment is the effective cone
aperture in the parafovea and near periphery (panel B),
as it is in the fovea, ideal neonatal sensitivity is similar
at 0, 5, and 10° at all of the plotted spatial frequencies.
When it is assumed, on the other hand, that the inner
segment is the effective aperture in the parafovea and
near periphery (and the outer segment in the fovea,
panel C), contrast sensitivity is actually lower in the
fovea; the sensitivity difference decreases noticeably
with increasing spatial frequency. Thus, our analysis of
the optical:receptoral limits on neonatal spatial vision
leads to two implications. First, assuming outer seg-
ment apertures, the fovea and supporting retinal cir-
cuits are as well-suited as the parafovea and near
periphery for signaling fine spatial information. In this
regard, by including a receptor-pooling stage, we come
Fig. 5. Neonatal ideal CSFs for different modeling assumptions. The thick gray lines represent the foveal function (no pooling and outer segment
aperture) in all panels. The dashed black lines represent functions from 5° retinal eccentricity, and the thin black continuous lines represent
functions from 10° retinal eccentricity. Panels A and B display the most and least sensitive ideal CSFs for each retinal eccentricity, respectively.
The most sensitive model at the non-foveal eccentricities was the inner segment receptor aperture and no receptor pooling model, and the least
sensitive model incorporated an outer segment aperture with adult-like pooling for the relevant eccentricity. Although the most and least sensitive
functions are shown in panels A and B, the most plausible set of assumptions are no receptor pooling and an outer segment aperture at the fovea,
and adult-like pooling at 5 and 10°. There is no reasonable way to decide whether the inner or outer segment is the more likely aperture
extrafoveally, so inner segment aperture functions with receptor pooling are shown in panel C; although panels A and B show the most and least
sensitive models, the most plausible models are shown in panels B and C.
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Fig. 6. Empirically-observed adult and neonatal CSFs. Adult data are
represented by the curves with symbols. They are from observer ABS
in Banks et al. [25] at eccentricities of 0° (triangles), 5° (circles), and
10° (squares). The neonatal data are represented by the solid curves
in the lower left. The VEP data are from Norcia et al. [50] and the
FPL data are from Banks and Salapatek [49]. The VEP data have
been shifted by the square-root of the ratio of luminances in the FPL
and VEP studies in order to make the curves comparable in photon
catch.
better suited to signaling fine detail as well. Clearly, a
determination of the site of the effective cone aperture
is crucial to pinning down the front end constraints on
neonatal spatial vision.
We next examine the developmental hypothesis that
the only differences between the neonatal and adult
visual systems (by which we mean those parts of the
system that are relevant to performance in contrast
sensitivity and visual acuity experiments) are the imma-
turities evident in the optics and cones. This is the same
hypothesis described by Banks and Bennett [15] and
Wilson [18], however, we also examine the possibility
that the neonate uses the parafovea and:or near periph-
ery in contrast sensitivity and acuity experiments [8,14].
If the acuity and contrast sensitivity reductions ob-
served in neonates were due only to differences in the
front end, then we should be able to predict the empir-
ical observations by calculating the information losses
from front-end immaturities (as depicted in Fig. 5) and
then applying those losses to the contrast sensitivities
and acuities observed in adults.
Fig. 6 displays empirically-observed CSFs of adults
and neonates. The three adult functions are for retinal
eccentricities of 0, 5, and 10°; the two neonatal func-
tions are based on forced-choice preferential looking
(FPL) and visual-evoked potential (VEP) measurements
at unknown retinal eccentricities. The adult data are
from one observer in Banks et al. [25]. The neonatal
FPL function is the 1-month data of Banks and Salap-
atek [49] and the VEP function is from the 1-month
data of Norcia et al. [50]; the VEP function has been
shifted downward in order to compensate for the differ-
ence in luminance in the FPL and VEP measurements,
as described earlier. The disparity between the adult
and neonatal functions illustrates the contrast sensitiv-
ity deficit commonly observed in young infants. In
particular, adult contrast sensitivity is significantly
higher than neonatal sensitivity even when the adult
uses a retinal locus as far as 10° from the fovea.
We can test the developmental hypothesis that the
neonatal sensitivity deficit is caused by immaturities in
the front end alone by shifting the empirically-observed
adult functions by the ratio of ideal neonate divided by
ideal adult contrast sensitivity.
Fig. 7 displays the results of such shifts. The empiri-
cally-observed infant CSFs from Fig. 6 are displayed
again as solid lines. The filled and open symbols repre-
sent the predictions; in particular, they are the functions
that result from shifting adult CSFs at different retinal
eccentricities by the ratios of ideal sensitivities for the
infant curves shown in Panels A and B of Fig. 5.
(Recall that ideal sensitivities differ in large part be-
cause the photon catch, and hence the photon noise,
differs from one model to another; a dependence on
photon catch yields square-root law which in turn is the
primary determinant of the ratios of sensitivities in Fig.
to a different conclusion than Brown [9]. Second, as-
suming inner segment apertures, the parafovea and
near periphery, and supporting retinal circuits, are bet-
ter suited to signaling coarse spatial information (e.g.,
spatial frequencies lower than 5 cpd) and might be
Fig. 7. Observed and predicted neonatal CSFs. The solid curves on
the left represent the CSFs from the FPL study of Banks and
Salapatek [49] and the VEP study of Norcia et al. [50] (Fig. 6). The
curves on the right are the result of shifting empirically-observed
adult CSFs (Fig. 6) by the ratio of ideal neonatal sensitivity divided
by ideal adult sensitivity. The various shifted functions were obtained
with different retinal eccentricities and different modeling assump-
tions as described in the text. Triangles represent a shift based on an
adult foveal CSF and the model of the neonatal fovea. Circles
represent shifts based on an adult CSF at 5° and models of the
neonatal parafovea: The filled circles are based on models with inner
segment apertures and no receptor pooling, and the open circles on
models with outer segment apertures and eccentricity-appropriate
pooling. Squares represent shifts based on an adult CSF at 10° and
models of the neonatal near periphery: Filled squares are based on
models with inner segment apertures and no receptor pooling, and
the open squares on models with outer segment apertures and eccen-
tricity-appropriate pooling.
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5.) The unfilled symbols represent the shifts that occur
when we assume outer segment apertures and adult-like
pooling at all eccentricities; these particular modeling
assumptions yield the lowest sensitivities (Panel B, Fig.
5). The filled symbols represent the shifts when we
assume the inner segments are the apertures at 5 and
10° and that no pooling occurs; these modeling assump-
tions yield the highest sensitivities (Panel A, Fig. 5). We
used the modeling assumptions leading to the least and
most sensitive outcomes in order to show the extremes.
For the set of modeling assumptions shown in Panel C,
Fig. 5, the shifted functions fall in between the ones
shown here. Notice that we only shifted the functions
for spatial frequencies equal to or greater than 4 cpd;
we did so as there is clear evidence [51] that the
square-root assumption that underlies the shifting is
violated for lower spatial frequencies at these
luminances.
All of the shifted functions lie above the empirically-
observed neonatal CSFs. This means that one cannot
explain the high-frequency contrast sensitivity deficits
observed in human neonates from front-end immaturi-
ties alone: Neonates’ high-frequency sensitivity is even
poorer than predicted whether we assume they are
using the fovea, parafovea, or near periphery to per-
form the task. It should be noted that we made predic-
tions of the worst performance possible in that this data
shift assumes square-root law; if we used empirically-
determined contrast versus illuminance functions to
shift the adult data [33], the shifted functions would all
lie farther above the neonatal data. We must conclude,
therefore, as Banks and Bennett [15] and Banks and
Crowell [22] did, that there are further immaturities at
later stages of the neonatal visual system.
Over the past two decades, many investigators have
argued that neonatal vision is similar to adult periph-
eral vision and, therefore, that assessments of neonatal
vision are based primarily on stimulation of peripheral
retina [7–10,12–14]. There are now two reasons to
argue against this hypothesis.
The first is a set of experiments that have compared
infants’ visual acuity measured with foveal or near-
foveal stimulation to infants’ acuity observed with pe-
ripheral stimulation [54–59]. None of these studies
individually provides persuasive evidence that foveal
acuity is better than near-peripheral acuity in neonates
because the ones that measured fixation objectively did
not use conventional stimuli for measuring visual acuity
and the ones that used conventional stimuli did not
measure fixation. Nonetheless, these studies as a whole
provide reasonably persuasive evidence that a neonate’s
acuity is best with central fixation.
The second reason for arguing against peripheral
dominance comes from our analysis of the front-end
limitations to visual resolution. The parafoveal and
near-peripheral cone lattices might well absorb more
photons than the foveal lattice (see our Fig. 3; [9]),
however, this extra-foveal advantage is probably lost
or, at least greatly reduced, once the signals are attenu-
ated by the convergence of extra-foveal cones onto
higher-order retinal neurons.
It is interesting and important to note that many of
the parameters relevant to our modeling differ from
one adult retina to another [41]. Naturally, the same
could be true, perhaps even to a larger degree, for
neonatal retinas. Given the scientific interest in under-
standing the limits imposed by retinal structures on the
development of visual function, we hope that tissue
from more than one neonate [2] will become available.
Only then can we resolve the issue of how representa-
tive this particular retina is.
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Appendix A
The tissue examined by Hendrickson and Drucker [5]
was sectioned vertically (perpendicular to the surface of
the retina and therefore parallel to the long axis of the
receptors), so it is difficult to determine the density and
arrangement of the cone lattice from those sections.
Thus, there are no published measurements that allow
an estimate of cone packing density in the parafovea
and near periphery of the human neonate.
Yuodelis and Hendrickson [2] estimated the packing
density of foveal cones in their human infant samples
by counting the number of cones visible in vertical
tissue sections across the central 250 mm of the rod-free
zone (see their Table 4). They assumed that the infant
foveal cones are arranged in a perfectly-regular hexago-
nal lattice and that their vertical sections had sliced
through a row of cones. As illustrated in parts A and B
of Fig. A1, their technique could yield an over-estima-
tion of the actual packing density for two reasons.
First, as shown in part A, a vertical slice may not be
perfectly aligned with a row of cones. In the example
shown, ten cones are counted in the non-aligned slice
and seven along the aligned slice; a difference of 30%.
Second, as shown in part B, the over-estimation of
density could be compounded by irregularity in the
cone lattice. Notice that the same number of cones are
counted in the non-aligned slices in parts A and B,
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although the density in part B is 17% lower than the
density in A. This problem of over-estimation is less-
ened by the observation that foetal receptor lattices are
regular and hexagonal in arrangement [60].
We developed a technique for measuring cone pack-
ing density that is less affected by the assumptions of
aligned slices and regular cone arrangement. With the
assistance of Anita Hendrickson, we re-photographed
the tissue from the 5-day-old eye examined by Yuodelis
and Hendrickson [2] and Hendrickson and Drucker [5].
The tissue had been sectioned vertically at regular
intervals. Three adjacent sections contained the center
of the fovea and extended far into the periphery. These
sections were 2 mm thick and separated by 4 mm. We
photographed these three sections at the center of the
fovea, at 900 mm (5°) and at 1800 mm (10°) nasally
along the horizontal retinal meridian (Fig. 2).
The inner segment diameters were estimated by mea-
suring the widths of the ‘full cut’ receptors (Fig. A1,
part C) at the height at which the inner segments were
the widest. These measurements were averaged across
approximately 1° of tissue. In the fovea, the average
diameter in all three sections was 5.5 mm (S.D.0.6
mm). Assuming 15% tissue shrinkage during histological
fixation, the actual diameters would be 6.5 mm which
is consistent with the measurements reported by
Yuodelis and Hendrickson [2]. At 5° eccentricity, the
average inner segment diameter was 4.5 mm (S.D.
0.5), and at 10°, the average was 4.0 mm (S.D.0.4).
Correcting for shrinkage, the actual diameters at 5 and
10° would be 5.0 and 4.5 mm, respectively.
If the distance between slices is 4mm and the average
inner segment diameters are 4–4.5 mm in non-foveal
retina (not corrected for shrinkage), it is unlikely that a
cone visible in one section would appear in another
section, or that a cone would be not visible in two
adjacent sections. Given this, we can estimate cone
packing density by counting the total number of cones
visible in the three sections and then dividing by the
area of tissue from which visible cones could be drawn.
The cone density (and spacing) estimates presented in
Table 1 were obtained in this way.
The estimation of cone packing density is more prob-
lematic in the fovea because the inner segments are
wider (5.5 mm) than the inter-section separation (4 mm).
Specifically, there is now a reasonable likelihood that
the same inner segment would appear in two adjacent
sections. We can assess the likelihood of this occur-
rence, however, from the appearance of the inner seg-
ment in the section. A segment with an apparent width
close to 5.5 mm must have been sliced near its center
and is, therefore, unlikely to appear in another section;
we call this occurrence a ‘full cut’ (Fig. A1, part C). A
segment with a much smaller apparent width (and
frequently, other material visible through it) must have
been sliced near its edge and is, thus, more likely to
appear in another section; we call this a ‘graze cut’. In
order to count each cone once, and only once, we had
to determine the relative alignment of the three sections
and then identify corresponding graze cuts in the neigh-
boring sections. We determined the relative alignment
Fig. A1. Problems in measuring cone packing density from vertical
tissue sections. (A) Effect of tissue slice orientation on cone density
estimates. The dashed lines represent a slice that is aligned with a row
of cones and the solid lines a slice that is not aligned with a row of
cones. The aligned slice intersects seven cones and the non-aligned
slice ten cones across the same distance; (B) effect of cone lattice
irregularity on cone density estimates. The non-aligned tissue slice
and circle from A are shown again. The number of cones intersected
in the slices are identical, however, the regular lattice contains 46
cones whereas the irregular lattice contains only 38; (C) schematic
illustrating graze and full cuts through photoreceptors. The parallel
arrows represent the 2 mm tissue section. The shaded cones have been
sliced near the edge (graze cut) and near the center (full cut); (D)
schematic illustrating two scenarios for tissue sectioning. On the left,
three cones have been sliced near their centers thereby producing
three full cuts. On the right, two cones have been sliced near their
edges producing three graze cuts. The same number of cones would
be visible in the three tissue sections even though there were actually
three cones in one scenario and two in the other. The scenario on the
left would be assigned a higher likelihood than the one on the right
because it is consistent with a more tightly-packed, regular hexagonal
cone lattice; (E) the foveal cone lattice arrangement that produced the
maximum likelihood. The cones are plotted in their 2-dimensional
positions within the area contained in the three tissue sections.
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of the sections using the following procedure. First,
individual cones were catalogued and their position along
the long axis of the section was determined; these
positions were placed into a database. Second, each
catalogued cone in each section was categorized as a full
or graze cut. It was not possible to deduce from the
photographs whether the graze-cut receptors were at the
front or back of a section, so we could not determine
whether the center of a cone was in front of or behind
a section. Third, the relative positions of the three sections
were varied in the database; each possible combination
of full and graze cuts across the three sections was
assigned a likelihood (Fig. A1, part D) and the relative
positions of the sections that yielded the maximum
likelihood was found. The likelihood had a clear maxi-
mum, so the correct relative positions of the sections were
easily determined.
The foveal lattice shown in part E of Fig. A1 was
reconstructed from the positioning of the sections yielding
the highest likelihood. This solution corresponds to a
cone packing density of 15000 cones:mm2 in the center
of the fovea. This value is significantly lower than the
value of 18921 cones:mm2 reported by Yuodelis and
Hendrickson [2] and supports our conjecture that they
over-estimated packing density. The cone density esti-
mate at eccentricities of 5 and 10° were 21500 and 12500
cones:mm2, respectively.
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